REMARKS ON THE CARLITZ p-FUNCTIONS
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1. Introduction. Let GF(pn) denote s finite field of order pn, GF[pn, x] the
ring of polynomisls in s single indeterminsnt x over GF(pn) snd GF(pn, x) the
corresponding field of rstionsl functions in x. L. Csrlitz [1] hss defined certsin
functions closely relsted to the srithmetic of GF[p", x]. Of psrticulsr interest
is the function
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the product extending over all non-zero elements of GF[pn, x], sad with in s
suitsble extension of GF(pn, x). (For convergence and relsted questions see
4 below.) It was proved thst
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1.

The purpose of the present note is to study some of the properties of the
function (t) from the standpoint of general theorems on power series in slgebraicslly closed fields thst are complete with respect to a non-srchimedisn
valustion, snd slso to give certain theorems thst will be needed in subsequent
papers. In psrticulsr, we shsll start with the infinite series (2) as definition of
(t) and deduce (1).
2. Power series. Let X be sn algebrsicslly closed field with s non-srchimedisn valustion v (resl-valued, in the sense of Ktirshk [2]) with respect to
which t is complete (or perfect, see [7]). For a
we shall refer to v(a) as
the modulus of a. Then m(a, b)
v(a b) defines a metric for the set J, snd
it is with respect to the corresponding metric topology thst
is assumed complete. Since
is slgebmicslly closed v csnnot be s discrete vslustion [3; 24]
snd the values of v must be dense in the set of positive resl numbers [7]. Since
v is non-archimedian v(a) > v(b) implies thst v(a
v(a), and it follows
b)
readily thst 9X is not locally compsct. 9X is totally disconnected.
A well-known necesssry and sufficient condition for the convergence of sn
infinite series
(1 an) is thst limn V(an) O.
an or sn infinite product
The convergence .is always unconditionsl; thst is, arbitrsry resrrangement of
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